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Zoom Video Agenda
11/21/2019

1. Discuss Final Exam Schedule How to Prepare
2. Answer Any Questions
3. Cover Venn Diagrams & Logic Items
4. Work some key problems on practice final



How To Prepare for Final Exam

1.   Work any homework or test questions you missed

Take Practice Final on D2L – Password is egsc

Make 90 – Add 3 points to final exam

Make 80 – Add 2 points to final exam

Make 70 – Add 1 point to final exam

2.   Work Practice Final On My Web Site and Also Check out Video In Which I Worked It   

http://faculty.ega.edu/facweb/bbrown/Quantitative%20Reasoning.htm

3.  Contact me if you need help.
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Send EMS To Respond

Have Chicken

Have Emergency Call
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Have EMS Person
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Conditional

A conditional is a logical compound statement in which a statement 
p, called the antecedent, implies a statement q, called the 
consequent. 

A conditional is written as p → q and is translated as “if p, then q”. 

Consequent - a thing that follows another. (I say the 
consequence)

A conditional asserts that if its antecedent (p) is true, its 
consequent (q) is also true; any conditional with a true 
antecedent and a false consequent must be false.
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The English statement “If it is raining, then there are 
clouds is the sky” is a conditional statement. It makes 
sense because if the antecedent (p) “it is raining” is true, 
then the consequent (q) “there are clouds in the sky” 
must also be true. p → q 

Notice that the statement tells us nothing of what to 
expect if it is not raining; there might be clouds in the sky, 
or there might not. If the antecedent is false, then the 
consquent becomes irrelevant. 
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In traditional logic, a conditional is considered true as long as there 
are no cases in which the antecedent is true and the consequent is 
false.  If q is false then the conditional is obviously false.

Again, if the antecedent p is false, we cannot prove that the 
statement is a lie, so the result of the third and fourth rows is true.
“You are innocent until proved guilty.” 

It is raining and there are clouds in the sky -True

It is raining and there are no clouds in the sky –False p → q  is false

It is not raining and there are clouds in the sky –True - no evidence to contradict
It is not raining and no clouds in the sky –True - no evidence to contradict
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If it is raining then there will are clouds in the sky
We are evalua ng if p → q   is true or false



For any conditional, there are three related statements, the 
converse, the inverse, and the contrapositive. 

Related Statements

The original condi onal is    “if p, then q”      p → q true 
The converse is “if q, then p”                          q → p     may/may not be true
                      If there are clouds in the sky, it is raining
The inverse is  “if not p, then not q”              ~p → ~q may/may not be true
                     If it is not raining, there are no clouds in the sky
The contraposi ve is “if not q, then not p”  ~q → ~p    always true
                    If there are no clouds in the sky, it is not raining
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Consider again the conditional “If it is raining, then there are clouds in 
the sky.” It seems reasonable to assume that this is true. p → q 

The converse would be “If there are clouds in the sky, then it is raining.” 
This is not always true.       q → p 

The inverse would be “If it is not raining, then there are not clouds in 
the sky.” Likewise, this is not always true. ~p → ~q 

The contrapositive would be “If there are not clouds in the sky, then it is 
not raining.” This statement is true, and is equivalent to the original 
condi onal.     ~q → ~p 
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Biconditional
A biconditional is a logical conditional statement in which the antecedent 
and consequent are interchangeable. (This is not always the case for p&q)

A biconditional is written as p ↔ q and is translated as “p if and only if q”. 

A biconditional is considered true as long as the antecedent and the consequent 
have the same truth value; that is, they are either both true or both false. 
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Example of A Biconditional Statement ~p → ~q 

I have a triangle (p) if and only if my polygon has only three sides (q). (true)

My polygon has only three sides (q) if and only if I have a triangle (p). (true)

Also True

I don’t have a triangle (~ p) if and only if my polygon does not have only three 
sides (~ q). (true)

My polygon does not have only three sides (~ q) if and only if I don’t have a 
triangle (~ p). (true)
































